There currently are no standardized protocols to evaluate auditory efferent function in humans. Typical tests use broadband noise to activate the efferents, but only test the contralateral efferent pathway, risk activating the middle ear muscle reflex (MEMR), and are laborious for clinical use. In an attempt to develop a clinical test of bilateral auditory efferent function, we have designed a method that uses clicks to evoke efferent activity, obtain click-evoked otoacoustic emissions (CEOAEs), and monitor MEMR. This allows for near-simultaneous estimation of cochlear and efferent function. In the present study, we manipulated click level (60, 70, and 80 dB peak-equivalent sound pressure level [peSPL]) and rate (40, 50, and 62.5 Hz) to identify an optimal rate-level combination that evokes measurable efferent modulation of CEOAEs. Our findings (n = 58) demonstrate that almost all click levels and rates used caused significant inhibition of CEOAEs, with a significant interaction between level and rate effects. Predictably, bilateral activation produced greater inhibition compared to stimulating the efferents only in the ipsilateral or contralateral ear. In examining the click rate-level effects during bilateral activation in greater detail, we observed a 1-dB inhibition of CEOAE level for each 10-dB increase in click level, with rate held constant at 62.5 Hz. Similarly, a 10-Hz increase in rate produced a 0.74-dB reduction in CEOAE level, with click level held constant at 80 dB peSPL. The effect size (Cohen's d) was small for either monaural condition and medium for bilateral, faster-rate, and higher-level conditions. We were also able to reliably extract CEOAEs from efferent eliciting clicks. We conclude that clicks can indeed be profitably employed to simultaneously evaluate cochlear health using CEOAEs as well as their efferent modulation. Furthermore, using bilateral clicks allows the evaluation of both the crossed and uncrossed elements of the auditory efferent nervous system, while yielding larger, more discernible, inhibition of the CEOAEs relative to either ipsilateral or contralateral condition.
INTRODUCTION
Click-evoked otoacoustic emissions (CEOAEs) are a popular tool for estimating cochlear function. Due to their relatively broad spectrum, CEOAEs are capable of sampling cochlear activity across a wide range of frequencies in a relatively short duration with a reasonable repeatability (Mertes and Goodman 2015; Mishra and Lutman 2013) . These same conveniences make CEOAEs a viable candidate for assaying auditory efferent activity. Understanding auditory efferent activity is important considering the efferents influence auditory processing across the entire auditory pathway, especially the cochlea. A typical CEOAEbased efferent paradigm involves monitoring cochlear activity in one ear while evoking efferent activity using broadband noise through the contralateral ear. However, the short-duration (typically tens of microseconds) clicks used to record CEOAEs require that they be presented at relatively high stimulus levels (e.g., 80 dB peak-equivalent sound pressure level [peSPL] ), leading to the possibility that the clicks themselves evoking efferent activity, and in some instances the middle ear muscle reflex (MEMR; Guinan et al. 2003) . Here, we turn this possibility into an opportunity and judiciously use clicks to elicit both CEOAEs and efferent activity inlieu of the usual broadband noise stimulation. This near-simultaneous estimation of cochlear and efferent activity presents an opportunity for a convenient simultaneous test of the click generation mechanisms and the auditory efferent system. As the first step, in the present study, we investigated optimal click parameters (rate and level) that allow for simultaneous measurement of CEOAEs and their efferent modulation, while avoiding MEMR. This is a necessary step as the optimal properties of the click elicitors are not known compared to that of the commonly used broadband noise elicitors.
The auditory efferents are implicated in several essential auditory functions and are thought to be affected in several auditory and developmental pathologies. Yet, a standardized test of auditory efferent function does not currently exist. Auditory efferents fine-tune bottom-up signal encoding by adaptively adjusting the gain in the system. Animal models suggest that the efferents aid several auditory processes that range from unmasking transient signals in noisy backgrounds (Winslow and Sachs 1987) to protecting outer hair cells (OHCs) against acoustic trauma (Liberman et al. 2014; Maison and Liberman 2000; Maison et al. 2013 ) and mediating selective attention to the auditory periphery (Delano et al. 2007) . In humans, non-invasive techniques, such as OAEs, are typically used to assay efferent activity. In particular, change in OAE magnitude during efferent activation (typically with broadband noise), termed Befferent strength^or Befferent reflex,^is used as an index of efferent function (Collet et al. 1990b; Guinan 2006; Mott et al. 1989) . A large range of efferent strength has been reported in humans-from a hyper-functioning efferent system in musicians (Brashears et al. 2003; Perrot and Collet 2013) , children with autism (Wilson et al. 2017) , and noise-exposed individuals (Bhatt 2017) to compromised functioning in individuals with auditory disorders Garinis et al. 2008; Hood et al. 2003; Muchnik et al. 2004) . While the physiology of the auditory efferents is fairly well understood through decades of research, their functional relevance is yet to be fully appreciated. Perhaps the lack of a standardized protocol for evaluating efferent strength has hindered the integration of findings to infer their functional relevance to human hearing. Additionally, a standardized clinical test would be of benefit as the auditory efferent system is implicated in certain disorders (e.g., autism). Finally, a reliable test of the auditory efferents may also be useful in predicting vulnerability to noise damage (Bhatt 2017; Liberman et al. 2014; Maison and Liberman 2000; Maison et al. 2013) .
Investigators use different methods to assay the auditory efferent system using OAEs. For example, different OAE types, arguably generated by different mechanisms (Shera and Guinan 1999) , have been used to examine the auditory efferents. The auditory efferents appear to modulate these differently generated OAEs to different degrees (Deeter et al. 2009 ). Even when the same OAE type is used to assay the auditory efferents, different levels of OAE evoking stimuli are often used across studies [e.g., Kumar and Vanaja (2004) vs. de Boer et al. (2012) for CEOAEs and Abdala et al. (2014) vs. Kim et al. (2002) for DPOAEs]. Because efferents inhibit OHC amplification, a process that is highly sensitive to stimulus levels (Robles and Ruggero 2001; Robles et al. 1986 ), variability in OAE stimulus level makes comparisons across studies complicated. Another major complication that many prior studies have overlooked is the potential inadvertent activation of the MEMR by the stimulus meant to selectively activate the efferents . When activated, the MEMR restricts low-frequency stimulus transfer through the middle ear causing a reduction in OAE level-an effect similar to that caused by efferent inhibition of OAEs. When not accounted for, MEMR is a major confound in determining a true efferent effect. Here, we use the same clicks that evoke efferents to also monitor MEMR to potentially allow the segregation of efferent and MEMR inhibition of OAEs.
An ideal test of efferents should be able to assay the bilateral as well as the ipsilateral and contralateral efferent network. This is because the medial olivocochlear reflex (MOCR) bundle, the final leg of the efferent pathway, projects to both cochleae via crossed and uncrossed fibers, inhibiting cochlear activity in both ears (Guinan 2006; Rasmussen 1946) . However, most investigations of the MOCR monitor OAEs in one ear while evoking efferent activity via the contralateral ear. The sluggish decay time (100-150 ms) of the MOCR has been exploited in a few studies to capture the efferent effect on OAEs bilaterally (Backus and Guinan 2006; Berlin et al. 1995; Boothalingam et al. 2016) . Monitoring cochlear activity in this 100-150-ms post-elicitor window allows for estimation of efferent activity, irrespective of the type of stimulus presented to an ear. Here, we used clicks, as opposed to the commonly used broadband noise, to both obtain an estimate of cochlear activity and its modulation by efferents near-simultaneously.
The defining feature of clicks, their short duration, compromises their ability to evoke efferent activity. Clicks evoke smaller efferent inhibition of OAEs compared to broadband noise Guinan et al. 2003) . It is also known, however, that higher-level clicks presented at a faster rate elicit greater efferent activity Veuillet et al. 1991) . In this report, we explore a range of click levels and rates to evoke maximal efferent modulation of CEOAEs while monitoring the MEMR. We hypothesized that an adequate rate-level combination exists that allows the evaluation of efferent function without activating the MEMR.
METHODS

Participants
A total of 76 participants in the age range 18-30 years were recruited for the study in compliance with the guidance of the Northwestern University Institutional Review Board, and were compensated monetarily for their participation. All participants had clinically normal hearing and middle ear function confirmed by pure-tone audiometry between 0.25 and 8 kHz (Audio Traveler AA220, Interacoustics, Assens, Denmark) and tympanometry (GSI TympStar, GrasonStadler Inc., Eden Prairie, MN), respectively. All participants included in the study had MEMR thresholds 9 80 dB SPL for clicks presented at 100 Hz, evaluated in the clinical tympanometer. Presence of distortion product OAE (DPOAE) (2f1-f2; f2/f1 = 1.22; L1/L2 = 55/40 dB SPL) with signal-to-noise ratio 9 6 dB between 0.5 and 6 kHz was a requirement for participation. Because spontaneous OAEs (SOAEs) have been reported to interfere with CEOAEs, participants with more than five SOAEs that are ∼3 dB above the noise floor during visual examination of the SOAE spectrum in the test ear were excluded from the study. While it would be ideal to exclude participants with any SOAEs, such a requirement would leave very few subjects in the desired age range eligible. Of the total number of participants recruited, 14 were not included in the study due to inadequate DPOAE levels, and 4 due to the presence of too many SOAEs. Of the remaining 58 participants (mean 21.4; standard deviation (SD) 2.8 years, 11 males), 19, 20, and 19 unique, and randomly assigned, participants provided data for the ipsilateral, contralateral, and bilateral conditions, respectively.
Participants sat in a comfortable chair in a soundattenuated audiometric booth and watched a silent, closed captioned, movie for the duration of the experiment. Participants were encouraged to stay relaxed, not fall asleep, and swallow as few times as comfortably possible. Data were acquired in blocks of 8 min. Following completion of a block, participants were encouraged to stretch and do other noisy activities that they were discouraged from doing during the recording blocks. Two OAE probe assemblies were coupled to the participant's ears and sealed with earmold putty to secure them in place and prevent slippage/drift during the course of the experiment.
Stimulus Generation and Calibration
CEOAEs were evoked using band-limited (0.8-6 kHz) clicks generated in the frequency domain using a recursive exponential filter (Charaziak and Shera 2015; Shera and Zweig 1993) and inverse Fourier transformed to the time domain. The duration of the click was ∼108 μs. In our pilot studies, clicks generated using this method produced significantly less loudspeaker ringing compared to the traditionally used pulse signals of fixed duration. Clicks were digitally generated in MATLAB (Mathworks, MA) at a sampling rate of 96 kHz and a bit depth of 24. Clicks were calibrated by matching their peak-to-peak amplitude to a 1-kHz reference tone in a Zwislocki coupler to obtain peSPL. Clicks were digitally scaled and the output of the loudspeakers was verified such that the desired sound pressure was generated in the coupler.
Measurement Paradigm
Each stimulation and measurement segment was 2 s in length, segregated into the baseline, elicitor, efferent, and recovery windows (see Fig. 1 ). The baseline window extended from 0 to 100 ms during which CEOAE in response to the baseline clicks (55 dB peSPL, 20 Hz) were estimated. The elicitor clicks lasted 1 s following the baseline window during which clicks at either 60, 70, or 80 dB peSPL at a click rate of 40, 50, or 62.5 Hz were presented in the ipsilateral, contralateral, or bilateral conditions. After the elicitor window, clicks were replayed at 55 dB peSPL and 20 Hz and the CEOAEs measured over a 100 ms efferent window. A final measurement of CEOAEs in response to 55 dB peSPL clicks at 20 Hz (the recovery window) was obtained over the 100 ms between 1.45 and 1.55 s of the measurement segment, i.e., 300 ms following elicitor click cessation. The measurement segment was repeated 250 times in a block, and two blocks of recordings were obtained for each of the nine possible level/rate combinations of the elicitor clicks. The order of presentation of different level/rate combinations of elicitor clicks was randomized.
CEOAE levels were estimated from low-level and slow clicks (55 dB peSPL and 20 Hz) to avoid efferent activation by these clicks . In order to have the option of measuring CEOAEs in response to the elicitor clicks, presentation rates faster than 62.5 Hz were not used. The 62.5-Hz rate results in a nominal 16-ms inter-click interval. However, the effective inter-click interval at this rate of presentation is equivalent to 10 ms after accounting for stimulus, stimulus ringing, and ramping. This was deemed to be the shortest practical window for recovery of CEOAE using the instrumentation described below.
Instrumentation
Signal delivery and acquisition were controlled using a custom suite developed for MATLAB [ARLas; Goodman (2017) ] running on an iMac computer (Apple Inc., Cupertino, CA). Digital output from the computer were routed to a digital-to-analog converter (DAC; Fireface UCX, RME, Haimhausen, Germany) via a Firewire connection. Converted analog signals were then fed to a low-noise amplifier (H4C, Etymotic Research, Elk Grove Village, IL) for impedance matching between the DAC and the insert earphones (ER2, Etymotic Research, Elk Grove Village, IL) that delivered the clicks in participants' ears. One ER2 was coupled to each OAE probe microphone assemblies (ER10B+, Etymotic Research, Elk Grove Village, IL) for contralateral and bilateral conditions. This dualmicrophone arrangement allowed for complete recovery of all CEOAEs, including those evoked by elicitor clicks. Since the ER10B+ probe has two sound channels, identical dummy speakers were connected to these spare channels of each probe. The sound pressure registered by the ER10B+ microphones were amplified (+20 dB) by the ER10B+ pre-amplifier before being fed to the RME Fireface UCX for analog-to-digital conversion. The digitized signals were then routed to the computer via Firewire cable for subsequent analyses. All signals were sampled at a rate of 96 kHz. Signal Processing. All analyses were performed offline in MATLAB using custom scripts. Raw ear canal pressure recordings were band-pass filtered around the click frequency (0.8-6 kHz) using a fourth-order, zero-delay Butterworth filter. Click responses were then subjected to artifact rejection, where clicks with root-mean-square (RMS) amplitude that fell outside the third quartile by more than 2.25 times the interquartile range (specific to the condition) were excluded from further analyses. Typically, less than 10 % of the responses were rejected across participants. Click-stimulus waveforms (0-5 ms) and OAE waveforms (6-15 ms) were separated with 1-ms long on and off Hann ramps to avoid spectral splatter. OAE waveforms were then Fourier transformed to estimate the CEOAE spectral level. The RMS amplitude of the entire click spectrum (0.8-6 kHz) was calculated as the CEOAE response. While previous group data have suggested that the majority of the efferent effects are confined to less than 3 kHz (Lilaonitkul and Guinan 2012; Zhao and Dhar 2012), we included data up to 6 kHz to accommodate participants who may have efferent activity up to 6 kHz. However, it is possible that including the entire frequency spectrum could reduce the total efferent effect at the group level. The standard error of the spectral mean was calculated as the noise floor. This method is based on Goodman et al. (2009), where the mean of ∼1000 signal averages forms the response, and the trial-to-trial variability captured by the standard error of the mean is assumed to be due to various noise sources and thus forms an estimate of the noise floor. Signal-to-noise ratio of responses was greater than 10 dB in all cases. The average CEOAE level in the baseline condition across all participants was 4.13 ± 5.28 dB SPL (± 1 SD), and the average noise level was −30.79 ± 1.18 dB SPL.
Mean CEOAE levels across the three efferent monitoring windows were used to estimate efferent inhibition of CEOAEs. The CEOAE level in the efferent window compared to the baseline window provided the magnitude of the efferent inhibitory effect of the evoking clicks or the efferent strength Four types of clicks are represented using vertical bars of different colors and height. Clicks used to estimate the baseline CEOAE level are represented by the black bars (55 dB peSPL and 20 Hz). Three sets of elicitor clicks differing in level and rate are presented using green, red, and yellow bars. The clicks exhibited in green, red, and yellow were presented at 60, 70, and 80 dB peSPL and using rates of 40, 50, and 62.5 Hz, respectively. CEOAE estimates were obtained in the time windows between vertical dashed lines demarcating baseline, efferent, and recovery windows (see text for details). Note that the figure is not to scale, and elicitor clicks of different rates (colors) are shown as overlapping at some time points for visual clarity.
(ΔCEOAE). Comparison of the CEOAE level in the recovery window with that in the baseline window was used as a reference to ensure that cochlear activity returned to baseline prior to the next stimulus presentation. It should be noted that although we measured CEOAEs from both ears for the bilateral condition, the data reported here is only from one ear, the ear being the one with larger DPOAE amplitude obtained at the screening stage. Of the 58 participants included in the study, the ipsilateral ear was right for 31 and left for the remaining 27. This was done to allow direct comparisons across conditions. Therefore, ipsilateral condition in the present study would involve activation of the crossed MOCR pathway and contralateral, the uncrossed pathway, and the bilateral condition would activate both crossed and uncrossed pathways.
MEMR Test
The MEMR, when activated, causes a change in the impedance characteristics of the middle ear by stiffening the ossicular chain. The increased stiffness is expected to attenuate signals (predominantly low frequencies) passing through the middle ear, resulting in smaller OAE amplitudes-an effect similar to that caused by the activation of the auditory efferents. In contrast to the reduction in OAE levels, the MEMR is expected to result in an increase in the stimulus level, consistent with an increase in middle ear reflectance, at least below 1.2 kHz. Thus, the click level in the ear canal was monitored to rule out activation of the MEMR. An increase in stimulus level of 0.12 dB is thought to suggest MEMR activation (Abdala et al. 2013; . In addition to only including participants with high enough MEMR thresholds (9 80 dB SPL), we quantified the change in click level, between baseline and efferent windows, in a 78-μs interval around the click stimulus peak to identify participants with MEMR activation. Stimulus-level change in the most potent efferent elicitor used in the study (bilateral condition, click level 80 dB peSPL and rate 62.5 Hz [L80R62.5]) is plotted in Fig. 2 . The predominantly negative change in stimulus level may suggest that none of the participants had MEMR activation in this study.
RESULTS
Clicks Evoke Robust Efferent Activity
Statistical analyses were conducted in R (R Core Team 2013). To test if clicks evoke efferent activity, CEOAE levels in the baseline and efferent windows were subjected to a three-way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with level, rate, and window (baseline/efferent) as independent factors. Separate ANOVAs conducted for the three conditions (ipsilateral, contralateral, and bilateral) showed a significant main effect of window in all three stimulation conditions. This main effect suggests that the CEOAE levels were statistically significantly different across the two windows for ipsilateral (F[1,18] 
, and bilateral (F[1,18] = 33, p G 0.001) conditions. Two-way interactions suggest, whereas the CEOAEs were different across windows as a function of both level (F[2,38] = 5.7, p = 0.006) and rate (F[2,38] = 15.2, p G 0.001) in the contralateral condition, the difference was only significant for click level in the ipsilateral condition (F[2,36] = 5.2, p = 0.01). That is, the change in CEOAE caused by elicitor clicks (when collapsed across levels) did not change significantly with increasing click rates in the ipsilateral condition.
No three-way interactions (level, rate, and window) were significant for either monaural condition. But, a significant three-way interaction between level, rate, and window for the bilateral condition (F[4,72] = 4.9, p = 0.001) prompted further detailed analyses to probe the differences in CEOAE level between baseline and efferent windows across rate-level combinations. We for the most potent efferent elicitor (bilateral, click level 80 dB peSPL and rate 62.5 Hz) combination in the efferent and recovery windows with reference to baseline window are plotted. The red line in each box represents the mean change in click level in each window, with the boxes representing the 95% confidence interval (CI) and the shaded areas within the boxes depicting ±1 SD. Grey circles are raw data. A change in click level of +0.12 dB, marked by the red dashed line, represents the assumed change caused by the MEMR. The data here may suggest that none of our participants (in the bilateral) condition had MEMR activation. A similar trend was observed for ipsilateral and contralateral conditions. conducted post hoc t tests corrected using the false discovery rate (FDR (Benjamini and Hochberg 1995)) approach for performing multiple comparisons. Results of these t tests from the bilateral condition are presented in Table 1 . These post hoc results indicate that almost all rate-level combinations, with an exception of two (L60R40 and L70R40), evoke significant efferent activity. The direction of change (efferent-baseline) indicates efferent inhibition. For the monaural conditions, post hoc comparison for the three levels (rate collapsed, due to the lack of a statistically significant three-way interaction) suggested that all three levels caused significant inhibition of CEOAE in the ipsilateral and contralateral conditions. Additionally, all rates also caused significant inhibition of CEOAEs (level collapsed) in the contralateral condition. These comparisons are not shown here as they do not inform about the rate-level interactions.
We also conducted three-way ANOVAs for the three conditions to compare baseline and recovery windows. Results suggested that none of the factors in any of the ANOVAs were significant. Critically, there was no main effect of window (baseline vs. recovery) even for the bilateral condition (F[1,18] = 3.66, p = 0.07). This lack of significant inhibition in the recovery window provides confidence that the change in CEOAE level in the efferent window is likely caused by efferent activation as MOCR effects decay within about 100-150 ms of elicitor cessation (Backus and Guinan 2006) . The inhibitions in efferent and recovery windows are also plotted in Fig. 3 .
Both Click Level and Rate Influence Efferent Inhibition of CEOAEs
To better visualize the efferent inhibitory activity across level, rate, and conditions, we subjected the change in CEOAE amplitude due to efferent activation (between baseline and efferent windows: ΔCEOAE) to a mixed-ANOVA with rate and level as within-subject factors and conditions as across-subject factor. Results are tabulated in Table 2 . In general, the results show a significant main effect of all three factors. All two-way interactions were also significant. However, the three-way interaction (rate × level × conditions) did not reach significance. Therefore, post hoc tests were confined to a comparison of rate and level effects within conditions. Results of post hoc t tests that compared every rate-level combination (FDR corrected) with every other rate-level combination in each condition are presented in a matrix form in Table 3 . These results suggest that efferent inhibition (ΔCEOAE) increases as a function of click level and rate. ΔCEOAE as a function of the rate at each level, and level at each rate, is plotted in Fig. 4 . The general trend appears to be that the combination of faster rates and higher levels produces significantly larger ΔCEOAE compared to slower rates and lower levels. This finding is expected based on energy integration in the efferent system Lilaonitkul and Guinan 2009) . In contrast to the two monaural conditions, the difference in ΔCEOAE between several rate-level combinations was significant in the bilateral condition, and fewer were significant in the contralateral condition and fewer still in the ipsilateral condition. The smaller inhibition in either monaural condition and a shallower increase in inhibition with increasing rate/ level is evident in Fig. 4 . Because only the bilateral conditions produced multiple significant differences across rate-level combinations, we focus more closely on the bilateral condition for further detailed analyses and interpretation. While significant differences in the bilateral condition between low and high levels and slow and fast rates are as expected, some non-significant comparisons bring to light rather unexpected interactions between level and rate. Consider, for example, the statistical invariance in ΔCEOAE across L80R40, L60R62, L70R50, and L70R62. Consistent with the significant two-way interaction (level × rate), the invariance across these rate-level combinations suggest that an increase in click level from 70 to 80 dB peSPL (for a given rate) appears to produce a similar effect as increasing the rate from 40 to 50 Hz (for a given level). Interestingly, this dB-Hz relationship appears to hold even for larger increases in level and rate. That is, a 20-dB increase in level (60 to 80 dB peSPL) produces a similar change in ΔCEOAE as increasing the rate from 40 to 62.5 Hz. These nonsignificant comparisons are highlighted in Fig. 4 using boxes with dotted lines. To further probe this interactive relationship between click rate and level, we conducted a linear mixed-effect analysis with participants as the random effects and rate and level as fixed effects. Three separate models were fit for the three rates to identify the effect of increasing level on ΔCEOAE. Similarly, three separate models were fit for the three levels to identify the effect of increasing rate on ΔCEOAE. Results of these models are provided in Table 4 . For example, the slope for level at a rate of 62.5 Hz suggests that for every 10-dB increase in level, there is a corresponding increase in efferent inhibition of 1 dB. However, for a lower rate of 50 Hz, the increase in inhibition reduces to 0.76 dB, suggesting that both rate and level play a role in activating the efferent system. Similarly, the slope for rate at a level of 80 dB peSPL suggests that for every 10-Hz increase in rate, there is a corresponding increase in efferent inhibition of 0.74 dB. It is evident that increments in level produce similar, but slightly larger effects (1 dB), compared to increments in rate (0.74 dB). This ratelevel relationship is better appreciated in Fig. 5 , which has a common x axis for both rate and level and plots both rate and level effects in a single plot.
Bilateral Stimulation Produces the Largest Efferent Activation
It is evident from the literature, and the results herein, that bilateral stimulation evokes larger efferent activation. To put the magnitude of efferent inhibition across conditions into perspective, we calculated effect sizes (Cohen's d) for inhibition at each rate-level combination. Effect sizes were the ratio of the mean difference (efferent-baseline windows) and average RMS difference of the pooled standard deviations (baseline and efferent windows). These data are presented in Fig. 6 . For reference, an effect size of 0.5 is considered a moderate effect, and 0.8 and above is considered a large effect (Rosnow and Rosenthal 1996) . It is clear that only the bilateral stimulation produces moderate to large effect sizes at faster rates and higher levels. Either monaural condition only produces small effects.
DISCUSSION
In the current study, we investigated efferent inhibition of CEOAEs elicited by clicks of different rates and levels in three different conditions (ipsilateral, contralateral, and bilateral). The motivation was to find rate-level combinations of clicks so they could be deployed both for recording CEOAEs and activating Fig. 3 . Clicks evoke robust efferent activity. Change in CEOAE level in the efferent (denoted by BE^in the x axis) and recovery (denoted by BR^in the x axis) windows with reference to baseline is plotted across the three conditions, rates, and levels. Ipsilateral (a). Contralateral (b). Bilateral (c). Translucent circles are individual data and circles with solid colors and a black outline is the mean. Error bars represent 1 SD. Data from the two windows for each participant is linked by straight gray lines to visualize the recovery of CEOAE levels following stimulus cessation. For each condition, going from the lowest (top-left) to the highest (bottom-right) rate/level combination shows the decrease in CEOAE level as expected. This CEOAElevel change can be particularly appreciated in the bilateral condition. Significant shifts from baseline are presented in Table 1 . Significance was not marked in the figure because separate post hocs could not be conducted due to the lack of a statistically significant three-way (window × rate × level) interaction in the ipsilateral and contralateral conditions. Therefore, we refrained from marking any significance even for the bilateral condition to avoid any confusions. Asterisks indicate significant effects the auditory efferents. We appear to have been successful on both counts. Our results suggest that clicks evoke significant efferent activity across almost all levels and rates tested, with higher levels and faster rates producing greater efferent inhibition. We were also able to extract OAEs from elicitor clicks, even for the highest elicitor-click rate (62.5 Hz, interval of 16 ms) used (data not shown). In addition, we were able to avoid a common source of contamination in studies of efferent inhibition of OAEs by the MEMR (see Fig. 2 ). Taken together, clicks seem to be reliable elicitors of efferent activity while allowing estimation of cochlear activity via OAEs.
Monaural vs. Bilateral Efferent Activation
Bilateral presentation of elicitor clicks resulted in the largest inhibition of CEOAEs. Our finding corroborates physiology; in that, the MOCR is biased towards bilateral inputs. Animal models show that, in addition to the dedicated binaural neurons, most monaural MOC neurons respond to bilateral stimulation (Brown et al. 1998; Liberman 1988) as well as stimulation from the opposite ear. Consistent with previous reports of bilateral noise and tonal activation of the auditory efferents (Berlin et al. 1995; Lilaonitkul and Guinan 2009) , we also observed a bilateral advantage to activating the auditory efferents using clicks. While several elicitor-click level and rate combinations evoked efferent activity, the effect size of inhibition was smaller in monaural conditions (see Figs. 4 and 6 ). In addition, the lack of statistically significant level × rate interactions in the monaural conditions suggests that perhaps a larger ΔCEOAE is required to appreciate the influence of rate and level on efferent activity. It is conceivable that there exists a threshold of efferent activation below which there Change in CEOAE level across elicitor click level, while holding rate constant, is plotted in a. Change in CEOAE level across rate, while holding level constant, is plotted in b. In either panel, colors indicate the variable that is held constant. That is, in a, colors indicate the three rates, while in b, colors indicate the three levels. Translucent lines in the background are individual data for the three levels and rates in a, b, respectively, and solid colors are mean data. Error bars represent 1 SD. Increasing either rate or level produces increasing inhibition, as evident in both panels. It is also evident that the slopes for both level and rate effects are much steeper for the bilateral condition suggesting a larger inhibition. The slopes for both level and rate effects appear similar, especially in the bilateral condition. Rate-level combinations within the dotted boxes in either panel are not significantly different from each other suggesting an interaction between rate and level. See Fig. 5 for a closer examination of slopes in the bilateral condition.
may not be any efferent-mediated inhibition of cochlear activity (Berlin et al. 1993; Guinan et al. 2003) . For these sub-threshold efferent-stimulation conditions, the slope of efferent inhibition of cochlear activity is expected to approximate zero as a function of either elicitor level or rate. The small effect size of ΔCEOAE in either monaural condition (at least at lower rate/level combinations) would be consistent with monaural stimulation with clicks not exceeding the threshold of efferent activation. Monaural stimulation may also activate fewer MOC neurons (Brown et al. 1998; Liberman 1988) , resulting in a smaller ensemble effect on cochlear activity (Liberman 1988). Faster rates and higher levels beyond those used in the present study would be expected to evoke larger monaural efferent activation, as would extending the duration of elicitor-click presentation (Berlin et al. 1995) . However, higher levels and faster rates would also increase the risk of MEMR activation and prolonging elicitor duration would extend test time.
The present data, consistent with physiological evidence from prior studies, support the use of bilateral stimulation of the auditory efferents for a clinical protocol. Bilateral stimulation also allows the observation of other nuanced phenomena such as binaural facilitation as described in physiological recordings (Brown et al. 1998; Liberman 1988) and previously observed in OAE-based assays (Backus and Guinan 2006; Boothalingam et al. 2016) . For reasons that are currently unknown, the magnitude of binaural facilitation when measured using OAEs is larger in early life (Boothalingam et al. 2016 ). On the other hand, bilateral-only stimulation of the auditory efferents would not allow the investigation of lesions or pathology isolated to either the crossed or uncrossed olivocochlear bundles.
Individual patterns in efferent inhibition of OAEs are important in understanding the physiology of the efferents as well the interplay of cochlear and efferent mechanisms. However, in the present study, we are interested in obtaining group effects as we aim to use the click parameters identified here in building a clinical test. Nevertheless, one complication that needs discussion is the CEOAE-level enhancements that can be observed in some (G10 %) individuals predominantly in ipsilateral and bilateral conditions but not in the contralateral condition (see Figs. 3 and Slopes suggest an increase in ΔCEOAE with every 10-dB or 10-Hz increase in click level or rate, respectively Fig. 5 . Increasing click level produces a slightly larger inhibition compared to increasing rate. Change in CEOAE level across elicitor click level and rate for the bilateral condition is plotted in a single plot to better appreciate the difference in inhibition caused by changing level and rate. Black symbols linked by dotted black lines represent changing level while holding rate constant (level effect). The different symbols (within the level effect) represent different rate. Colored data points represent rate effect while holding level constant. The three colors differentiate the three levels. Error bars are deliberately avoided for better visualization. Error bars for the data presented here are shown in Fig. 4 . Notice that the slopes of level effect are slightly steeper compared to the rate effect. Accordingly, the slopes for level effect vs. rate effect suggest that a 10-unit increase in rate produces a similar change in CEOAE level as a 7.5 unit increase in level. Note that the data points are offset along the x axis for better visualization. Effect size (Cohen's d) is plotted as a function of rate/level combinations. The three colors differentiate ipsilateral, contralateral, and bilateral conditions. As expected, the effect size increases as both rate and level are increased for all three conditions with bilateral activation producing almost large effect sizes at higher rate/ level combinations. 4). A possible interpretation of the observed enhancement is that elicitor clicks entrained or stabilized SOAEs and synchronized (s)-SOAEs in the ipsilateral and bilateral conditions. If such interactions resulted in suppression of evoked or SS-OAEs, it is possible that the phase changes caused by activation of MOCR might release the suppressed OAE (Zhao et al. 2015) . Such release in suppression might cause apparent increases in evoked-OAE level with MOCR activation. Our hypothesis aligns well with the lack of such enhancements in the contralateral condition. However, considering that our study was not a repeated measure design in regard to ipsilateral, contralateral, and bilateral measurements, the lack of enhancements could well be that the MOCR of participants in contralateral conditions did not generate enhancements. Therefore, further studies are required to systematically study such apparent enhancements in CEOAEs with efferent activation.
Rate and Level Effects
Faster click rates and higher click levels produce larger efferent effects in all three conditions (ipsilateral, contralateral, and bilateral). The influence of test-click level in the contralateral ear on OAEs is typically considered a confounding factor in efferent assays with contralateral noise elicitors as they elicit ipsilateral/bilateral efferents (Collet et al. 1990a; Guinan et al. 2003; Veuillet et al. 1991) . Previous reports have also demonstrated that increasing elicitor-click rates produce progressively larger efferent inhibition of OAEs Guinan et al. 2003; Veuillet et al. 1991) . In the present study, we report the interaction between elicitor-click rate and level in evoking the auditory efferents. This rate-level effect is better appreciated in the bilateral condition, presumably due to the larger effect size. Figures 5 and 6 provide a detailed view of the similarities in the influence of elicitor-click rate and level in evoking MOC neurons and consequently OAE inhibition. Similar changes in ΔCEOAE are observed due to a 10-unit (Hz for rate and dB for level) increase in rate or level, when the other is held constant. The similarity in the influence of rate and level increase would suggest reciprocity between elicitor energy at any given time (level effect) and integration of energy over time (rate effect). However, the reasoning for the similarity in rate and level effects would require understanding the primary drivers of the MOC neurons.
The MOC neurons receive direct inputs from the T stellate cells in the posteroventral cochlear nucleus, which in turn receive inputs from the auditory nerve as well as from other T and D stellate cells (Brown et al. 2003; de Venecia et al. 2005; Ferragamo et al. 1998; Oertel et al. 2011; Thompson and Thompson 1991) . Interestingly, the T stellate cells also receive excitatory collateral inputs from the MOC neurons which are thought to aid in the enhancement of spectral information (Fujino and Oertel 2001) . For single tones, at least in the linear regime, an increase in stimulus level is conveyed by the auditory nerve as a proportional increase in its firing rate (Kiang 1965; Ruggero 1992) . However, for clicks, an increase in auditory nerve firing for increasing level presumably occurs due to both an increase in basilar membrane displacement for the initial impulse as well as the ringing that follows (Pfeiffer and Kim 1972; Robles and Ruggero 2001; Ruggero 1992) . That is, as with tones, the increase in click level is represented in the auditory nerve as a proportional increase in firing for the initial impulse. In addition, the auditory nerve would also be activated for the increased level of each of the Bringing cycles.^With a progressive increase in level, the duration of click ringing also increases, causing an extended period of rapid firing compared to lower click levels (Pfeiffer and Kim 1972; Ruggero 1992) . As such, there is an increase in a total number of auditory nerve spikes per second with increasing click levels.
For increasing click rates, the auditory nerve is activated at a higher rate per unit time. However, the auditory nerve firing is known to adapt for click rates 10 Hz and above, reducing the signal amplitude by up to 50 % over time (Eggermont and Spoor 1973; Peake et al. 1962; Yoshie 1968) . This adaptation, however, is compensated by the sustained chopping response of the T stellate cells (Oertel et al. 2011) . Therefore, the MOC neurons are activated approximately continuously for the duration of click presentation despite the adaptation in the auditory nerve. Taken together, both increases in click level and rate are conveyed at the output of the T stellate cells by a proportional increase in its firing rate (Smith and Rhode 1989), causing a larger activation of the MOC neurons in either case. Furthermore, the MOC firing pattern is also sustained, similar to that of the T stellate cells, allowing for the MOC to be active for the duration of stimulation (Robertson & Gummer 1985) .
While we did not hypothesize that equivalent increments in level and rate would lead to similar activation of the MOC neurons, our results suggest that level and rate do produce similar, albeit not exactly equivalent, MOC activation. If these rate-level effects were linear, 10-unit increase in rate can be thought to invoke a similar efferent inhibitory effect as ∼7.5-unit increase in level. It should be noted that the 10-level units are logarithmic, whereas the rate units are linear. Quantitatively speaking, an increase in level produces greater firing (spikes/s) in the auditory nerve fibers compared to an equivalent increase in rate. This is probably because, in addition to increased excitation, more auditory fibers are presumably recruited due to spread of excitation on the basilar membrane (Robles and Ruggero 2001). However, the effects of increasing rates may be dependent on the interplay between increasing neural adaptation (negative effect) and increased elicitorclick representation (positive effect) for faster rates.
In general, results from the present study suggest that higher elicitor-click levels and rates may be used to attain progressively larger efferent activation while monitoring cochlear activity as long as two criteria are met: (1) the MEMR is not activated and (2) a slow enough rate (i.e., large enough inter-click interval) to sample CEOAEs is used. These two criteria would dictate that click levels around 80 dB peSPL and rates of approximately 62.5 Hz or lower would be ideal for achieving maximal efferent activation while avoiding known caveats and synchronously estimating cochlear activity.
Noise-vs. Click-Activated Efferent Activity
Broadband noise is a potent efferent elicitor with its effectiveness intensifying with increasing bandwidth for any given level (Lilaonitkul and Guinan 2009). Further, in addition to the reduced spectral bandwidth compared to broadband noise, the presence of inter-stimulus intervals in clicks may render them less effective requiring longer presentation durations (e.g., 9 400 ms (Berlin et al. 1995) ). As such, compared to clicks, a continuous noise would always evoke a larger efferent response. However, the ΔCEOAE (∼0.3-3 dB) across conditions (ipsilateral, contralateral, and bilateral) observed using a click elicitor in the present study seem to align well with previous reports that have used broadband noise elicitors (60 dB SPL) in forward masking paradigms (Berlin et al. 1993; . Because forward masking is the most accessible option when using noise elicitors in the bilateral condition, at least with clicks (but also see notched- (Backus and Guinan 2006) and frozennoise (Walsh et al. 2015) examples), the similarity in effect size and the ability to also near-simultaneously sample cochlear activity is a major advantage for click elicitors. It can be speculated that the combination of increased rate, higher level, and longer elicitor-click-train duration may have increased the potency of clicks in evoking efferent activity. It should be noted that the chance of evoking MEMR would increase with increasing elicitor-click levels and rates (Guinan 2014; Guinan et al. 2003) . It is imperative that the effects of MEMR are avoided so that a true efferent effect can be discerned. The fact that we observed sizable efferent-induced inhibition of CEOAEs without activating the MEMR is an important advantage of using click elicitors over broadband noise. It can be speculated that the smaller frequency bandwidth in clicks, compared to broadband noise, may restrict the clicks from evoking MEMR. However, the levels at which clicks and broadband noise elicit MEMR must be empirically evaluated within the same ears in future studies (also see BCaveats^section below).
Implications for CEOAE Measurements
The rate-level interactions in the data mean that caution must be exercised when comparing effect sizes of ΔCEOAE across studies that have used different combinations of click rate and level. reported that rates as low as 32 Hz evoke significant efferent activity when presented with contralateral noise. The current results provide evidence that even ipsilateral clicks by themselves evoke significant efferent activity at levels (80 dB peSPL) and rates (50 Hz) that are typically used in hearing screening and audiological diagnosis (Norton et al. 2000) . While the average inhibition may be small, the variability in data suggests that at these typically used click rates and levels, CEOAE measured may be underestimated in some individuals. The underestimation of CEOAEs may not be an issue for most individuals. However, in the case of hearing screening with high click levels, an unfortunate combination of high efferent function and low OAE levels may potentially lead to false positives. Therefore, it can be argued that there is merit to simultaneous estimation of efferent activity while measuring CEOAEs.
Future Directions
The work reported here is the first step towards developing a clinical method that allows simultaneous evaluation of OAE generation mechanisms and efferent inhibition of cochlear activity. We have demonstrated that clicks presented at 80 dB peSPL and 62.5 Hz produce statistically significant reduction in the level of CEOAE. These parameters can now be used to design more efficient clinical paradigms without the need for forward masking paradigms. In the streamlined procedure, the ratio of OAE magnitudes evoked by initial and final clicks in a train would serve as the estimate of efferent strength. Pools of these initial and final clicks could also be employed for bootstrapping (e.g., Mertes and Goodman 2015) to obtain confidence about an efferent-mediated change in individual subjects. A crucial next step is to validate this method in clinical populations.
CAVEATS
The MEMR test used in the present study may suggest that even the most potent elicitor clicks employed (80 dB peSPL and 62.5 Hz) did not evoke MEMR in any participant. However, the MEMR detection method used in the present study is not without pitfalls. Activation of the MEMR predominantly attenuates low-frequency signals (G ∼1.2 kHz), but, at higher frequencies, the attenuation characteristics are thought to vary (Feeney and Keefe 1999) . Analyzing only the low-frequency content of the test clicks will result in significant reduction in the available SNR to reliably detect stimulus shifts. However, one previous study has indicated that the stimulus reflectance is not significantly different at least between 1 and 2 kHz (Boothalingam et al. 2014) . Another caveat with the MEMR test is that S/SSOAEs may add constructively or destructively with the test clicks, especially at faster elicitor-click rates. If constructive interference occurs during MEMR activation, the reduction in S/SSOAE amplitude due to efferent inhibition may compensate for the increase in test-click energy that may have occurred due to MEMR activation (Marks and Siegel 2017) . In order to minimize the influence of S/SSOAEs, we only included participants with fewer than five SOAEs. However, it cannot be stated with complete confidence that the S/SSOAEs could not have influenced our MEMR results. The difference in amplitude between the stimulus and SSOAE may serve to minimize influence of SSOAEs on the MEMR results. Methods that are able to completely parse apart MEMR from efferent influence on OAEs in the future will greatly benefit efferent paradigms. Until such sophisticated MEMR tests become available, MEMR tests like the one used in the present study at least provide some confidence in the efferent effects reported herein. In addition, due to the reduced effectiveness of elicitor clicks in activating efferents, and the higher MEMR threshold of clicks (as measured in clinical tympanometers) together may work better for elicitor clicks in reducing the MEMR activation compared to noise elicitors.
